Managing food safety and quality across your global suppliers is complicated. We know your business faces many challenges, but your data management system shouldn’t be one of them. Aspirago’s Supplier Compliance Solution can help you solve issues such as out-of-date documents, non-compliant suppliers, and the inability to move beyond basic compliance.

**ASPIRAGO’S SUPPLIER COMPLIANCE & QUALITY SOLUTION**

- Easily identify problem products or suppliers through the personalized dashboards and drilldown reporting
- Track products and their global supply chain
- Streamline new supplier on-boarding and approval process
- Conduct periodic assessments on specific suppliers or products based on their risk categories.
- Online portal for suppliers to upload their information
- Set your compliance requirements and let the system enforce them continually by reminding the suppliers
- Conduct inspections and audits as needed
- Manage all CAPAs with the closed loop corrective action management

**THE ASPIRAGO DIFFERENCE**

Aspirago’s robust analytics provides risk analyses of your suppliers, so you know at a glance who needs extra support.

**ASPIRAGO IN ACTION**

To schedule a demo, and learn how Aspirago can work for you, contact us at info@aspirago.com or +1 888 943 0277
DESIGNED FOR COMPLEX SUPPLY CHAINS

Aspirago is specifically designed for complex supply chains with robust analytical tools to help you efficiently manage compliance issues. Our configurable modules intelligently manage quality and safety data with easy-to-use tools that gather and analyze your network in real-time for continuous improvements.

Aspirago’s other modules include:

- Product quality for food and nonfood items
- Audit management
- Issues and complaint management
- Corrective action management
- Communication portals for buyers, suppliers and service providers
- Data interfaces with in-house or third party systems

THE ASPIRAGO DIFFERENCE

The only software experts with over 70 years of food safety experience.

THE ASPIRAGO DIFFERENCE

Aspirago helps you go beyond compliance to be pro-active and protect your brand.

DESIGNED TO FIT YOUR UNIQUE BUSINESS NEEDS

- Cloud-based compliance and quality solution accessible everywhere
- Customizable solution to fit your process and business goals on a pay-as-you-go plan
- Dashboards for complete visibility into global supplier compliance
- Snapshot feature reveals real-time supplier data on quality and compliance
- Automated workflow and personalized alerts help information flow seamlessly from user to user

ABOUT ASPIRAGO

Based in Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA, Aspirago is a wholly-owned, independent subsidiary of NSF International, The Most Trusted name in Food Safety™. With over 70 years of public health and safety expertise, NSF is one of the largest global food safety and quality firms, providing food safety auditing, consulting, training and supply chain management services to companies in over 120 countries worldwide.
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